


ROR
Cash
Surety





 History
 How they work 
 Duties of surety; movie
 Laws/statutes





 Approximately 125 arrests in Orange County daily; more on 
weekends and holidays.  



 Yes entitled to make calls.



 Defendant is identified
 Notice of charges/probable cause 
 Rights (silence, counsel, communicate with counsel) 
 Pretrial release
 Next court date 





 ROR

 Restrict travel 

 Place defendant in custody of designated person or 
organization to supervise

 Bail bond

 Any other condition





1. Nature of offense & weight of evidence against defendant
2. Ties to the community, employment history
3. Financial resources and mental condition
4. Past and present conduct: Failure to appear (FTA’s) and flight
5. Danger to community (newer consideration, since 1960’s)
6. Source of funds used to post bail/ bond
7. Defendant currently on release
8. Street drug value
9. Danger to the victims
10. Probable cause to believe the defendant committed a new crime while on release
11. Any other factors
12. Enhancement; reclassification—new
13. Sex offender registrant—new













Forfeiture: the court directing the clerk to take action.
Estreature: the action the clerk takes –take ownership of money



1. Impossible for defendant to appear due to circumstances beyond his 
control.

2. Defendant in jail,  institution,  hospital,  immigration detention facility,  
was deported or  is deceased  (at time or within 60 days after FTA).

3. Defendant is arrested or surrendered within 60 days of FTA with a hold 
on defendant.

4. A finding by the court that the state is unwilling to extradite defendant 
within 30 days after surety’s request.







Mistake, Inadvertence, Excusable Neglect, Newly Discovered 
Evidence, Fraud, Judgment is Void, Judgment has been satisfied or 

it is no longer equitable that the judgment should have 
prospective application.



• Surety has up to 2 years to get some or all back
• Surrender or apprehension within 90 days , 100% remission
• Surrender or apprehension within 180 days, 95% remission
• Surrender or apprehension within 270 days, 90% remission
• Surrender or apprehension within 1 year, 85% remission
• Surrender or apprehension within 2 years, 50% remission



After withhold, Adjudication of guilt, After acquittal, Deferred 
sentence, PSI, Appeals, PTI program, Mental health facility, Others



Illinois Kentucky

Oregon Wisconsin

Nebraska Maine

Massachusetts Washington D.C.

California (October 2019)



 First program implemented in Washington D.C. In 1966.

 Uncertainty regarding programs, due to steep deficits and 
strong bail industry.

 Some studies show it is much cheaper to utilize pretrial services 
programs ($7.00 per day vs $115.00 per day for incarcerating defendants 
in jail--2005) and reduces jail overcrowding. Others suggest it is not 
cheaper and does not reduce overcrowding, and promotes substantially 
more failures to appear and increased lengths of time before re-arrest.



 Saves jurisdictions money; private sector does job at no cost to taxpayer
 Decreases FTA rates
 Bail agents assist LEO’s, defendants

 Penalizes low income individuals
 Subverts justice system because a high risk individual can bond out



1) Bond void after 3 years no matter what! See above, and Forman vs. Tay, 180 So.3d 1221 (4DCA 2015) (it 
expires and no one need do anything).

2) Leaving jurisdiction for substantial assistance or with court’s approval may void bond!  (Vacation, 
substantial assistance, to return home pending court, etc). U.S. vs. Galvez-Uriarte, 709 F.2d 1323 (9th Cir., 
1983)(bond subject to discharge when court permits defendant to return to Mexico [his country of 
citizenship] pending court dates).  See also: U.S. vs. Aguilar, 813 F. Supp. 727 (N.D. Cali., 1993)(after bond 
posted, government entered into a plea agreement permitting defendant to travel outside jurisdiction of 
court). Fix: Mandate surety file written document in court file authorizing it!

3) Bond is discharged when defendant referred to PTD! I say referred, not accepted.

4) Court takes pleas and postpones sentence—bond is discharged! Need to know if parties agree that 
surety will remain on bond (and get letter in court file), or defendant is ROR’d, or defendant is to be 
remanded to post new bond(s). F.S. sec. 903.31

5) Defendant does NOT have to be returned to your jail. Big misunderstanding. Surety may be responsible 
for costs, though. F.S. sec. 903.21.



6) If state charges defendant with something other than what the surety bonded him/her out on, the 
surety may be absolved of liability, due to increase (or decrease) and seriousness of the charges. See 
American Bankers, supra. Consider additional charges, different but greater charges, or lesser charges. We 
see it often now in battery, DWLS, petty theft, etc. Bond on misdemeanor, state filed felony: Discharge. 
Issue: is it a material and or substantial change to the bond contract?  But see: Fireline Bailbonds vs. Brock, 
110 So.3d 311 (2DCA 2013)(adding a charge does not require discharge of all bonds because each bond is a 
separate contract).

7) What if defendant is in jail in another jurisdiction and the (other) facility inadvertently releases him/her 
even though they have an active capias? Act of state: Discharge and set aside estreature.

8) Death is different and timing means everything! Defendant dies before FTA: Discharge and remit. 
Taylor, supra. Defendant dies after FTA: no discharge; no remission. Allstar, supra. But see : 903.26 (a) – (h).  
But see: FS sec. 903.26.

9) State refuses to extradite defendant who has FTA’d. Surety discharged. Surety Continental Heritage vs 
Orange County, 798 So.2d 837 (5DCA 2001)(surety entitled to remission where state refuses to extradite 
defendant from out of country). But see: Curlycan Bailbonds vs. State, 933 So.2d 122 (3DCA 2006)(surety is 
not entitled to remission if a foreign country does not extradite because it is not an act of the state).



10) Bondsman will re-bond a defendant who has FTA’d on a new bond. Some might ask WHY? It’s a 
business. New bond; new premium.

11) If defendant’s attorney asks court to eliminate PTR as a condition of release (and court does it), it may 
increase the surety’s risk (fewer eyes watching defendant; surety relied on bond plus PTR when he 
accepted risk and bonded defendant). Fix: have surety agree in writing before eliminating PTR as a 
condition.

12) Def in federal custody/ INS hold….  Al Estes Bail bond, 845 So.2d 254 (2DCA 2003).

13) If the court reinstates the bond without the surety’s consent and the defendant FTA’s thereafter, the 
surety is discharged. American Bankers vs. State, 45 So.3d 540 (5DCA 2010).  




